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WOLFRAM AND PARZIVAL
On© of the most popular themes of medieval romance
was the story of the Grail Quest— th© search for the Holy
Grail®

The many versions of this story usually revolved

around the success in this quest of a knight called Parzi
val or Perelval.

The Grail Quest was more than an adven

ture story, for in order to succeed In the holy quest a
knight had to

be the epitome of chivalry, or

knightly

behavior, and

he had to achieve this perfection beforehe

could succeed In the quest.
One well-known medieval author who dealt with this
theme was Wolfram von Bschenbach (ea. 1170-ca. 1220).
Wolfram9s Parzival. his version
Quest, is his

of the story

©f

the Grail

best-known work,*- but he meant

it

to be

more than a good story.

In particular, Wolfram uses the

story of Parzival to laud chivalry, for though Wolfram
O

was poor, he was himself a member of the knightly class„

Both for him and for the knightly members of his audience

3-His other extant works are a heroic poem, Will ©halm,
parts of a romance, Tlturel. and some lyrio poetry.
2nThat Wolfram was a knight and extremely proud of
his status, however poor he may have been money-wise, is
evident to any reader of his poem,w say Helen M. Mustard
and Charles B. Passage in their introduction to an English
edition of Parzival (New York* Random House, 1961),
p. xvlil.
1
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th© practice of chivalry was of high importance.

Wolfram

meant Parzival to personify the ohivalrlc ideal,

Parzi

val is the perfect knight, and Parzival is the story of
his becoming this ideal and ending the Grail Quest.
Th© purpose of this study is to examine Parzival8s
achievement of ohivalri© perfection, and to describe th©
characteristics ©f th© chlvalric ideal.
Th© Story of Parzival
The story of Parzival is told by Wolfram in sixteen
books.

The first two are concerned with the adventures,

marriages, and death of Parzival9s father, Gahsmret.

Th©

second book closes with the birth of Parzival.
Book III relates Parzival8s childhood and early ad
ventures.

Because of the death of Parzival9s father and

brothers as a result of their pursual of knightly activi
ties, Parzival8s mother, Herzeloyde, moves with her In
fant son from her capital to th© deserted forest of Soltame in Wales.

There Parzival Is brought up without

knowledge of chivalrous society.

Herzeloyde teaches him

a few rudimentary Christian Ideas, but he is never taught
anything of knighthood, nor even allowed to hear the word
"knight."
By chance he encounters a small band of King Arthur* s
knights in th© wood,

©linking that figures so beautiful
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must surely be God and His angels, h© falls t© th© ground
to worship them.

When they tell him that they ©re knights,

h© determines to become one himself, and so informs his
mother.

After an unsuccessful attempt to dissuade him from

M s new purpose, she dresses him In fool8s clothing, gives
him some Instructions on how to behave In the world, and
finally permits him to leave.

Her instructions Include

advice to be polite to anyone he may meet, ©specially any
gray-haired man, to seek th® love of any good woman (and
to accept her ring and kiss if offered), and to try to
revenge himself on those who have usurped territory that
rightfully belongs to him.

Parzival hastily promises to

follow his mother8s instructions and rushes off.

He fails

to see her fall dead of grief at his departure.
On his way to King Arthur8s court, Parzival sees a
rich tent.
on the bed.

He enters and finds a lovely damsel ©sleep
Determining to put his mother8s instructions

Into practice at once, he kisses the lady roughly,
snatches a ring from her finger, eats the dinner prepared
for her husband, and continues his journey.

When th©

lady8s husband returns, he Is convinced from the dis
array that his wife has been unfaithful to him, and vows
to pursue her lover.
Outside Arthur8s court, Parzival encounters a knight
dressed entirely in red armor who sends a challenge to
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Arthur via Parzival.

Parzival delivers this challenge

and asks and receives permission to take the Bed Knight5s
armor from him.

He returns to the fielde kills the Bed

Knight with his hunting Javelin* and departs with the
armor.
Parzival rides until he comes to the castle of the
worthy knight Guraemamz d@ Grahars.

Gumeianz, Impressed

with Parzival8s obvious nobility of ancestry* as well as
his equally obvious lack of training* spends about two
weeks instructing him in th© use of lance and sword* in
horsemanship* in good manners* and in other skills neces
sary to a well-bs© ught-up knight.

Parzival, who has been

a superb pupil* finally begs leave to go.

Guraemanz

knights him, gives him a new set of instructions to re
place those from his mother* and permits him to depart.
Guraemanzs instructions include advice to be compassionate
and merciful, to go to church* to behave honorably In all
relations, to seek the true love of a noble woman, and to
observe the social graces?

h© should remember to wash off

the iron rust after removing his armor, and he should not
talk too much nor ask too many questions.

Parzival pro

mises to obey these new instructions* because his mother
told him to listen t© the advice of gray-haired men.
then leaves Guraemanz8 castle.

He

This is the end of Book III
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5
That afternoon he arrives at a city under siege,
Pelrapeire.

He is received kindly, though not lavishly,

for the city is starving.

During the night the lovely

queen, Condwiramurs, comes to his bedroom weeping.
explains the siege to Parzival,

She

A strong king, Clamidi,

is suing for her hand, and she has always refused him.
Her knights have all been killed or captured in battle,
and the townspeople are about to die or capitulate for
lack of food.

Parzival reassures her and promises to help

her out of her difficulties.

On the following days he

defeats &amid§*s seneschal and then Clamid§ himself In
single combat, raising the siege.

The fortuitous arrival

of a shipload of provisions forestalls the starvation of
Condwiramurs * people.

Clamide and the seneschal are sent

to surrender to Arthur (they both begged not to be turned
over to Condwiramurs or to Gurnemanz, her uncle, for fear
of being killed in revenge).

Parzival marries Condwir

amurs amidst great rejoicing.
After an unspecified stay in Pelrapeire,* Parzival,
wishing to see what has become of his mother, begs leave
to depart.'

(This Is the end of Book IV.)

After a day®s

*Th© chronology of events in Parzival has been ana
lyzed by Hermann Weigand in his "Die episohen Zeltverh&ltnisse in den Graldlchtungen Crestiens und Wolframs,M
PMLA. LIII (December, 1938), 917-950• According to this
Parzival stayed in Pelrapeire about 15 months.
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journey h© Is directed by an old man* who Is fishing from
a boat® to a nearby eastle® where he Is warmly welcomed*
This Is th© Grail Castle® Munsalvsesche® and the old
fisherman is the ©©-called Plsher King® Parzival8® uncle
Anfortas.
During th© evening meal Parzival8s curiosity is
aroused by an elaborate procession of squires and beauti
ful maidens.

A squire carries a lance which is bleeding

from Its tip® and the maidens serve the company from a
flat platter, which is actually the Holy Grail.1 Every
one in the company receives from the platter whatever meal
he prefers.

When the maidens carry th® Grail to an ad

jacent room® Parzival glimpses a very old man® who Is also
served from the Grail.

Parzival Is burning from curiosity

to know what may be the meaning of the procession, what
the Grail Is® and who the old man might be.

However® he

recalls Guraemanz8 solemn warning not to ask too many
questions, and he politely refrains from meddling in the
affairs of others.

»

1A brief discussion of th© nature of the Grail—
which Is variously Interpreted to be a platter, a gemstone® or a chalice— may be found in Mustard and Passage®
op. cit.® xli-zlv. Other works to consult are Sr. M.
Amelia KLemke and U. T. Holmes® Jr., Chrltlen. Troves.
and the Grail (Chapel Hill: The University of North Caro
lina Press, 1959) and Hoger Sherman Loomis, Arthurian
Tradition & Chretien de Troves (New York: Columbia Uhlversity Press, 19^9).
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?
When he awakens the nest morning; he finds the castle
deserted.

Parzival is forced to equip himself for de

parture# and he does so in a very toad temper.

As he

leaves# a man calls to him from the castle ramparts, ac
cusing him of missing a great opportunity.
explanation is given.

No further

Parzival rides away# unatole to

fathom th© curious situation.
Parzival soon comes upon a girl weeping over th©
body of her dead lover.

The girl is his cousin# Slgune.

She tells him that in failing to Inquire about the Grail
and the bleeding lance at th© Grail Castle# he has caused
great suffering in th© world.

She then refuses to have

anything more to do with him because he has so dishonored
himself.
After leaving Sigume to her lamenting# Parzival
comes upon a most wretched lady# clothed in rags# bat
tered by the weather# and riding a disreputable horse.
She is the lady of the tent# from whom Parzival had
snatched a kiss and a ring.

Her*shocking condition is

her husband8s punishment for what he supposed to have
been her adultery.

Parzival soon defeats this knight#

Orilus # in combat and forces him to admit the innocence
of the lady and to promise to restore her to her former
station.

In addition# Orilus is to surrender to Arthur.

Orilus and his lady# Jasehute, report to Arthur8s court
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and are well received,

Arthur resolves to find the

knight who has sent him three important prisoners (Claaide, CXami&e9£ seneschal, and Orilus) and reward him.
The court sets out to find this Red Knight,

This is

th© end of Book V.
Parzival meanwhile has become entranced by the
sight of three drops of blood in a snowbank.

Th© red

and whit© remind him of the clear colors of the com
plexion of Condwiramurs, whom he misses.

After some

delay, Gawan, Parzival8s cousin and on© of Arthurss
finest knightse succeeds in rousing him from his day
dreams and conducting him to the court.

There Parzival

and his exploits are feted at the Round Table.
Into the midst of this celebration a hideous damsel,
riding a mule, comes to announce Parzival9s failure to
ask the right question of the king and company at Munsalvaesche.

She curses his base nature publicly and

declares him unfit to be a member of the Round Table,
Shamed, Parzival swears to seek th© Grail again until
he can find it and ask the required question, though the
hideous damsel assures him that he will be unable to
succeed.

In addition, Parzival renounces God, Who has

allowed such disgrace to come upon one In His service.
Parzival then departs, hoping to repair the damage to
society which his behavior has caused.

Book VI ends with

everyone’s departure.
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Wolfram digresses for several books (VII and VIII)
to tell the adventures of Gawan.

Lighter and more magical

than Parzival8s9 they are Intended to relieve the heavy
mood of the preceding book and to Indicate the passage of
time®

In Book IX9 Parzival appears again, wandering

through the wilderness.

Five years have passed.

Parzi

val has spent this time In strange adventures, but he has
not once been to church?

he has truly forgotten God.

He

is brought to his senses by a small group of knights and
ladles, who are shooked to find him riding fully armed on
Good Friday.

They direct him to a nearby hermitage,

where he may be able to confess his sins.

Parzival finds

the hermit, Trevrlzent, and accepts his hospitality.

Tre-

vrlzent slowly draws out the story of Parzival8s long ab
sence from God and finally hears of Parzival8s greatest
sin, the failure at the Grail Castle.

Trevrlzent, who is

the brother of the Grail King, Anfortas, and of Parzival9s
mother, Herzeloyde, is dismayed.
that Parzival can be redeemed.

He believes, however,
After telling Parzival

the story of his own youth as a dashing knight, he ab
solves Parzival of his sins.

Trevrlzent then gives Parzi

val new instructions in good behavior to supplement those
of Herzeloyde and Gumemanz,

Trevrlzent8s instructions

emphasize knightly behavior and respeot for women and
priests.
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Wolfram again digresses for a long space (Books XXIV) to relate further adventures of Gawan.1
re-introduced near the end of Book XIV.

Parzival is

He and Gawan,

not recognizing each other, have engaged in single combat.
They fortunately recognize each other before great damage
Is done (it being sinful for them to fight, sine© they
are both relatives and friends), and Gawan8s adventures
are neatly concluded with his marriage.

Parzival departs

from Arthur8s court to seek Condwiramurs.
Books XV and XVI conclude th® story.

On his way to

Pelrapeire, Parzival encounters his heathen half-brother,
Peireflz.

2

After beginning to joust, they learn of one

another8s identity.

Parzival takes Peireflz back to Ar

thur8s court, where he Is welcomed.

At the feast cele

brating the distinguished visitor from th© East, the
hideous damsel, Cundrle, appears ©gain.

She tells Parzi

val that he has been chosen to be the Grail King.

Parzi

val rides with Peireflz to Munsalvaesche, guided by Cun
drle.

There Parzival at last asks the Grail King the key

questions concerning the Grail, the old man, and the lance,
and is received Into the Grail company.

Condwiramurs too

3-At this point another well-known version of the Grail
Quest, Chrltiem de Troyes8 Perceval, breaks off, Incomplete.
^Peireflz was the son of Gahmuret and a heathen queen
he had assisted, Belacane (I, 57)•
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arrives In Munsalvaesche with all her retinue and their
two sons, whom Parzival has never seen.

Peirefiz is bap

tised and married to one of the Grail maidens.

Wolfram

ends the story with a brief account of the destinies of
Parzival8s sons.
Parzival and the Chlvalrlc Ideal
Parzival is an ideal In a more than abstract sense.
His character development and his adventures in seeking
the Grail are meant to be didactic as well as entertaining
literature.

The virtues that Parzival must possess to be

the ideal knight are therefore virtues considered ideal
for any knight, not only for an imaginary knight In a
mythical soeiety such as that of King Arthur8s court.
Parzival8s behavior is to serve as a model of chivalry and
an inspiration to Wolfram*s contemporaries.
It is not a simple matter for the modern reader to
discover the meaning that the loosely-used term "chivalry”
had for Wolfram and his audience.

Today it means little

more than everyday courteous manners, perhaps with some
connotations of th© Bounft Table or of Sir Walter Baleigh
spreading his coat for Elizabeth I.

But in medieval ,

Europe the term meant considerably more.

The military

and governmental, or noble, ©lass of society consisted of
knights— armed horsemen.

"Chivalry" was the way a knight
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was supposed to behave.1

This "chivalry® included pro

fessional and religious as well as sooial ethics.
Throughout most Arthurian romances, including Wolf
ram's Parzival. it seems to be taken for granted that the
specifics of a particular cod© of knightly or chivalrous
behavior were known to all.

Yet between the Grail romance

of Chretien de Troyes (ca» 1185) and that of Wolfram (ca.
1210)9 the notion of what constituted "true chivalry"

had changed radically.

This change makes it extremely

difficult for the modem reader9 unaided by a medieval
Emily Post9 to know certainly what the specifics of the
For example, in the earliest

code were at any given time.

feudal times a good knight needed only to be a good
warrior, loyal to his lord.
tones were added.

Before long, Christian over

By the twelfth eentury "chivalry” in

cluded a more or less generous helping of courtly love
and polite behavior to ladies.
Despite the difficulties of pinning down the speci
fies of the changing chivalrlc code, I think that it is
possible to describe Wolfram*s idea of "true chivalry"
and to separate it into three elements, deriving from

■^The word "chivalry" derives from the French
”Chevalier!e," a word which originally meant only
"horsemanship," but gradually grew to include other
aspects of knightly prowess.
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three distinct sources.

The first chivalric element is a

very old social code* Important to knights as warriors.
This code is found in th® earliest estant records regarding
Germanic tribes and feudal knights fighting under their
chiefs and lords.

The second element is a cod® of Chris

tian behavior superimposed on the old Germanic tribal vir
tues, a superimposition begun during the first generations
after a given Germanic tribe had been converted, and con
tinued until, by Wolfram8s time, the two codes were
fairly solidly fused.

Th© third chivalric element recog

nizable in Wolfram8s picture of ideal chivalry is courtly
love, a code of polite social behavior depending for its
sanctions on ladies8 pleasure and gradually fused into
the code which had grown out of Germanic tribal customs
and Christian virtues.

To distinguish these sources, I

will define them separately and refer to them henceforth
as the "heroic** (military or Germanic), the "Christian,"
and the "courtly" chivalric codes of behavioral ethics.
Because the virtues which make up Wolfram8s ideal
com© from very disparate sources, it might seem incon
gruous to us that Wolfram8® society was able to synthe
size them into one ethical system.

Yet what seem dis

parities to us evidently did not offend Wolfram8s society.
Acceptance of the synthesis can be seen in contemporary
literature, both imaginative and descriptive.

I intend
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to present this evidence to support my thesis that Parzi
val 8s development as an ideal knight Involves not only
his achieving spiritual perfection but also his achieving
perfection In courtly and heroic (or military) virtues.
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THE THHEE CODES OP CHIVALRY
Heroic Chivalry
The elements of the ancient Germanic tribal code are
probably the most In evidence In any description of chi
valric behavior*

This Is because the military code alone*

of the three elements which make up twelfth- and thir
teenth-century chivalry* Is based on the needs and be
havior of a society of warriors.

A medieval knight was

basically a professional warrior* and as such needed a
warrior«s standards of behavior.
Primitive Germanic society was first based on the
simple patriarchal family? thence it grew Into a compli
cated tribal structure still based on blood relationships,1
The earliest accurate description we have of this society
is the Germania, a work written by Tacitus in the late
first century A. D.

In Tacitus® time the Germanic society

was still one of nomadic hunters who had not yet learned
agriculture.

Th© principal avocation of this society was

Intertribal warfare* and the principal virtues sanctioned
were those pertaining to tribal solidarity and skill in

^•The material in this paragraph is all based on Infor
mation given by Tacitus in th© Germania.
15
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hunting and warfare,,

Th© chief virtue was loyalty*

first, loyalty to one’s kin; second, loyalty between
leader and follower in warfare.

This loyalty m s by no

means a passive kind of allegiance.

It required a man to

avenge his kinsmen or his chief when they had been harmed,
and to fight to th© death for them in battle.

Tacitus

comments s "It is an infamy and a reproach for life c for
a warrior^ to have survived the chief, and returned from
the field.

To defend, to protect him, to ascribe one’s

own brave deeds to his renown, is the height of loyalty.
. . . To abandon your shield Is th© basest of crimes."1
And similarly*

"It is a duty among them to adopt the

feuds as well as th® friendships of a father or kinsman.
Possession of loyalty alone was not enough for the
Germanic warrior.

In addition to this virtue he needed

to be courageous and successful in battle, especially If
he aspired to become a chief.

Tacitus remarks that “the

generals do more by example than by authority. . . .
They lead because they are admired."-'

A chief, to demon

strate his military abilities, would vie with other chiefs
"as to who shall have the most numerous and the bravest

1Tacitus Germania 1^, 6. The translation used here
Is that of Alfred John Church and William Jackson Brodrlbb (New York: The Modem Library, 19^2).
2Tacitus Germania 21.
-'Tacitus Germania 7.
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followers o'"1

Indeed# In some tribes the property of a

man was bequeathed not to the eldest of his sons "but
2

to the most warlike and courageous»"

The individual *s motivation for striving to achieve
these Ideals was his desire for fame amongst his fellows.
Jones3 calls this pre-Christian tribal culture a "shame
culture#" in which the Individual is motivated entirely
by concern for his honor# or# loosely# others® regard for
his social standing.

His greatest desire was to maintain

his honor so as not to feel shame before other men# notably
his family and fellow warriors# but rather to win renown
in their eyes.'

To do this he had to be as loyal and

courageous as possible.

A chief (or in feudal terms# a

lord) had in addition to demonstrate still another virtue#
largess# to hold his men's loyalty.
was equivalent to power.

Possession of wealth

Wealth was connected with

courage and skill In battle# for a victorious troop ©lone
had the right or opportunity to loot.

Only the strong and

skillful chief was wealthy.
That these virtues were consistently highly regarded
may be seen In many literary examples of varying dates.

Tacitus Germania 13.
O

Tacitus Germania 32.

^George P. Jones, Honor in German Literature (Chapel
Hill; The University of North Carolina Press, 1959?b
PP. 11-37.
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One of the best-known and earliest of these is the Old
English epic Beowulf, which will serve to demonstrate the
heroic ethic.
Throughout Beowulf1 the descriptive epithets for men
whom the author wishes to praise emphasize their skill
as warriors.

They are described as "brave in battle

"fighters blessed with victory*" "distinguished for
daring.Excellence as leader or follower is similarly
praised with a stock epithet when a man is named a "pro
tector of noble

w a r r i o r s "

"Each was bent on defending

the life of the prince their lord# their famous captain*
at whatever point they c o u l d , T h a t the author clearly
admires largess is shown in the phrase "giver of treasure"
"He ^Beowulf} bestowed his affection on him ^Hygelacj in
horses and treasures.

So a kinsman ought to do."**

And

as had been the case earlier, the motivation for brave,
courageous, and generous behavior was a man8s reputation

^The translation used here is that of William Alfred
(New York: The Modern Library, 19&3)•
2These are stock epithets found describing various
characters throughout Beowulf. They vary, but not much,
from translator to translator.
3Another stock epithet.
Beowulf. 79^-796.
5stlll another stock epithet.
^Beowulf. 2165-2168.
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with other mens

"He put his faith in his strength, in

the hand-grip that was his gift.

Thus a man must do when

he is bent on winning lasting praise. He will not give
his life a moment8s thought. b1

To Beowulf and his men*

and to th© author of Beowulf. a man must maintain his honor
at any cost.
Both descriptive and imaginative literature demon
strate that the ideal Germanic warrior was necessarily
skillful and courageous in warfare* loyal to his leaders
and kinsmen* generous to his followers* and preeminently
concerned with his honor in the sight of other men.
The codes and relationships of primitive Germanic
tribal society were the bases of the codes and relation
ships of feudalism, a social system which originated in
the ninth and tenth centuries.

It was set up for mutual

protection and support* similar In many ways to the oldfashioned tribal structure but less dependent on family
relationships.

The same virtues were uphelds

loyalty

between lord and vassals* between kinsman and kinsman?
skill and courage In battle? and generosity to one®s
subordinates.

Maintenance of honor was still extremely

Important to each individual warrior* whom we may now
term a "knight.”

1Beowulf. 1532-1536.
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Christian Chivalry
The Christian value system was slowly Imposed upon
this society of warriors who admired skill In battle,
who depended on loyalty between leader and follower, and
who expected earthly reward for brave deeds,

Christianity

stressed values which were often not merely different
from but sometimes even directly contradictory to those
upheld by the heroic code,

Th© Christian value system

was probably not widely accepted at first even by those
Germanic tribes which became Christian,1 But in Charle
magne^ time Christianity was the universal religion among
the Germanic tribes under his rule, and th© Christian vir
tues were better understood and held In higher esteem
among the warrior class than had been the case earlier,
Charlemagne>s biographer, Einhard, emphasizes th© klng*s
personal piety,2

^Qf, the life of the sixth-century Prankish king
Clovis, Clovis was converted to Christianity after an
appeal to Jesus Christ turned the tide of a battle in
his favor. Three thousand of his men were baptized with
him. let Clovis continued to conquer however he could,
even by trickery, and continued his concern for such
Germanic values as the preeminent importance of the kin
ship. Clovis* biography is included in Gregory of Tours*
History of the Franks. Much of this biography, trans
lated by 0. M. Dalton, may be found in Charles T. Davis
(ed.), The Eagle, the Crescent., and the Cross ("Sources
of Medieval History," Vol. I? New York: Appleton-Century
-Crofts, 1967)» PP. 71-31.
^Einhard, Life of Charlemagne. XXVI-XXVII.
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Charlemagne’s reputation as a Christian was passed
on to fictional versions of his exploits* and the repu
tation adhered also to Charlemagne’s associates* both
historical and literary.

The best-known of the stories

of Charlemagne’s exploits is the Old French Chanson de
Pftigmrii (oa. 1100).1

The heroes In the Chanson are

praised for Christian virtues as well as for virtues
appropriate to any pagan Germanic warrior.

Christianity

Is part of a true knight’s accoutrements.

Th© author* for

example* describes on© Saracen knight as brave* noble* and
handsome.

"He Is renowned for his courage.

If only he

were a Christian he would be an excellent knight.89^

Even

Archbishop Turpin* though he says Mass and hears confession*
is most valuable to the army as an excellent fighter* and
as lord of many courageous vassals.

Indeed* just before

the great battle against the Saracen host* the archbishop
grants absolution to the French army* "and as a penance
he bids them strike hard.
The Germanic or heroic virtues lauded In th© Chanson
de Boland are the same as those emphasized by Tacitus and
the author of Beowulf.' For example* one knight speaks of

^•The translation used her® is that of W. S. Merwin
(New York? The Modern Library* 1963).
^Chanson de Roland. LiQCII.
3chanson de Boland. LXXXIX.
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Charlemagne thus;

“Everyone who sees him and comes to

know him agrees that the Emperor Is a great man. . . .
His courage Is beyond description, . . .

He would rather

die than fall his barons,”1 Loyalty of various kinds is
further emphasized elsewhere, as when other knights say,
”1 am Boland*s vassal,

I must not fail him"?2 ”A curse

on the man who runs away!”3 and “A good vassal never
yields while there is still life in h i m . S a y s Boland
himself, "God forbid that my ancestry should be shamed by
an act of mine.
shame.

I would rather die than be brought to

The Emperor*s love will go to those who strike

h a r d e s t . "5

Specific mention of the generosity of the

leaders is not made, as it is in Beowulf t but wealth is
admired.

For example, the helmets of many warriors, both

Christians and pagans, are golden? the saddles are jewelstudded and the stirrups gilded.

With the Introduction

of any new character, his possessions or dominions are
counted up to Impress the audiences

"He is the lord, at

1Chans on de Boland. XL.
2Chanson de Boland, LXIV.
3Chanson de Boland. LXXII.
^Chanson de Boland. CLV.
5Chanson de Boland. LXXXIVY
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sea* of four hundred galleys* and every sailor on those
vessels is a bondsman of his.”1
There is no doubt of the importance of the military
values in the Chanson de Boland, though perhaps they are
p
not fully integrated with the Christian virtues.
To
find a clearer description of Christian chivalry, one
must turn to the Church.

Many notable clerics, especi

ally reformers, had definite ideas of how a Christian
knight should behave.
Pope Urban II (d. 1099), first preacher of the Cru
sades, was one of these.

He deplored an emphasis on

military skill which Ignored the knight8s duty to society,
as its protector, and his duty to the Church Universal•
Urban said that the knight as a committed Christian ought
to serve as an example of the Christian virtues of humil
ity, mercy, and primary loyalty to God.

Urban exhorted

knights to turn their skills to better use than fighting
among themselves:
The kingdom of the Greeks is now dismembered.
...
On whom therefore Is the labor of avenging
these wrongs and of recovering this territory In
cumbent, if not upon you? You, upon whom above
other nations God has conferred remarkable glory
In anas, great courage, bodily activity, and
strength to humble the hairy scalp of those who
resist you.

*Chanson de Boland. CXVIII.
2The clearest example of this is the behavior of
Archbishop Turpin, who Is an excellent fighter. His
valor is praised far more than his holiness.
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Zk
Let the deeds of your ancestors move you and in
cite your minds to many achievements! the glory and
greatness of king Charles the Great, and of his son
Louis, and of your other kings, who have destroyed
the kingdoms of the pagans, and have extended in
these lands the territory of the holy church. Let
the holy sepulchre of the Lord our Saviour, which is
possessed by unclean nations, especially incite you,
and the holy places which are now treated with ig
nominy and irreverently polluted with their filthi
ness, Oh, most radiant soldiers and descendants of
invincible ancestors, be not degenerate, but recall
the valor of your progenitors,
, , . Let therefore hatred depart from among you,
let your quarrels end, let wars cease, and let all
dissensions and controversies slumber. Enter upon
the road to the Holy Sepulchres wrest that land from
the wicked race, and subject it to yourselves, . . .
This picture of the knightly class as defenders of
the faith as well as of the populace was extended by John
of Salisbury, writing in the middle of the twelfth cen
tury, perhaps two generations after Urban and two before
Wolfram.

The office of the true knight, he says, is

to defend the Church, to assail Infidelity, to ven
erate the priesthood, to protect the poor from in
juries, to pour out their blood for their brothers
(as the formula of their cfeudal oath^lnstructs
them), and, if need be, to lay down their lives. The
high praises of God are in their throat, and twoedged swords are in their hands to execute punish
ment on the nations and rebuke upon the peoples. . . .
But to what end? To the end that they may serve
madness, vanity, avarice, or their own private selfwill? By no means. Bather to the end that they may
execute the judgment that is committed to them to
execute; wherein each follows not his own will but
the deliberate decision of God, the angels, and men,
in accordance with equity and the public utility.

1Urban II, "Speech at the Council of Clermont; Ver
sion Given by Robert the Monk," translated by D. C. Munro,
Western Awakening, ed. Charles T. Davis ("Sources of Medi
eval History," Vol. II; New York: Appleton-CenturyCrofts, 1967), PP. 1^8-49.
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...
For soldiers that do these things are
"saints," and are the moreloyal to their prince
in proportion as they morezealously keep the faith
of God? and they advance more successfully the honour
of their own valour as they seek the more faithfully
in all things the glory oftheir God.
Urban and John have neatly telescoped the virtues of
a Christian and a feudal warrior into one ideals

a strong,

brave knight who serves God and practices Christian humil
ity by fulfilling the expectations of his position in so
ciety, who satisfies the needs of his own honor by feats
of strength, and who fulfills his feudal loyalties parti
ally by serving God.

Such a "soldier of the cross" seems

to have Ideals quite different from those of Jesus, who
suggested that one should turn the other cheek, when
slapped, and love one’s enemies.

Yet the twelfth-century

crusaders undoubtedly found considerable justification in
Paul’s exhortations to "put on the whole armor of God."

2

Christianity may have been compromised to accomo
date the long-established military virtues of old Germanic
society.

Though they may have been adapted and watered

down, Christian ideals were not without strength.

Unpre

cedented thousands took the cross in 1095 at Urban’s
urging, and additional thousands carried on the holy wars
through the following century.

Whether most knights who

^■John of Salisbury, "The Function of Knighthood,"
translated by J. Dickinson, The Portable Medieval Header.
®d. James Bruce Boss and Mary Martin McLaughlin (New York:
The Viking Press, 19^9). p. 90.
2Ephesians 6il3.
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went crusading were principally motivated by their desire
to serve heavenly as well as earthly ends must remain a
moot question; what concerns us here is the extent to
which religious motivation was accepted.
Despite the difficulty of combining the Christian
and heroic moral systems* by the middle of the twelfth
century enough of a Christian veneer had been overlaid on
feudalism to require religious ceremonies to be performed
and sacred oaths to be sworn in connection with feudal
investiture and other such rituals, which were once purely
secular,1

Christianity was thoroughly woven into society.

Though its ideals of poverty and mercy toward nonChristian enemies did not much appeal to the knightly
class, the Church had some success with the so-called
Peace of God and Truce of God, which required mercy
toward non-combatants and cessation of private fighting
2
on holy days.
Another accepted Christian virtue was
Christian humility, interpreted according to John of
Salisbury's idea that each man should know and accept
1
Marc Bloch, Feudal Society, translated by L. A,
Manyon (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1964),
Vol. II, 313-316.
2

A version of the Peace and Truce of God combined in
one decree can be found in Frederic Austin Ogg (ed.), A
Source Book of Medieval History (New forks American Book
Company, 1907), 230-232.
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himself for what he is( and perform his duty to God and
society as he is expected to.1
Courtly Chivalry
The third element that can be distinguished In Wolf
rams ideal chivalry is the code of courtly chivalry.
This was an outgrowth of a phenomenon of twelfth-century
courtly society called "courtly love.”

The phenomenon of

courtly love Is far from fully understood by modern scho
lars.2

The difficulty lies largely in our not knowing

how seriously It was accepted by those whose sport it was.
Courtly love was theoretically the idealization of one
woman by one man, who strove to please her through brave
deeds and elegant poetry, and worshipped her from afar.
This distant adoration was a sort of game? what was

This Is the subject of John's Pollegations. Rele
vant portions of this work, translated by J. Dickinson,
may be found in Ross and McLaughlin, op. cit., pp. 47-48,
90, and 129-130.
2Exaetly what Mcourtly love" means Is the subject of
considerable scholarly controversy. Cf. Herbert Moller,
"The Meaning of Courtly Love," Journal of American Folklore.
LXX (January, I960), 39-52? Jeffrey B. Russell, "Courtly
Love as Religious Dissent," Catholic Historical Review. LI
(April, 1965), 31-44; W. T. H. Jackson, "The De amore of
Andreas Capellanus and the Practice of Love at Court,"
Romanic Review. XLIX (December, 1958), 243-251? C. S.
Lewis, The Allegory of Love (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1958).
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enjoyable for the participants was the ritualized striving
itself.*

But when adoration alone became boring for the

protagonists, and the once-dlstant lady became attainable,
pure courtly love, the hohe mlnne of German minnesingers,
degenerated.

The ensuing relationship was often adulterous,

and the minnesingers called it nledere mlnne* or "lesser*1
love.
Andreas Capellanus, in his treatise De Arte Honeste
Amandl (oa. 117*0, discusses love thoroughly.

While pro

fessing his belief in "pure" love (i.e. love untainted by
an sexual contact between the lovers), he admits to its
impracticability for sensual man.

Ordinary love, then,

or what is usually understood by the term "courtly love,"
Involves not only idolising a lady but also winning her.
As she is not supposed to be the lover®s wife under any
circumstances, according to Andreas, but preferably of a
higher social station (the more easily to be

Idealized),

2

this nledere mlnne is often called the "cult of adultery"
and loudly condemned as exaltation of the carnal.

Critics

of this sport, especially churchmen such as St. Bernard of
Clalrvaux, condemned not only any adultery involved but

*This is the view of courtly love taken by Denis de
Bougemont in his Love in the Western World, translated by
Montgomery Belgion (Rev. ed.; New York; Pantheon, 1956),
p.
2Cf. Andreas* Rules of Love, which may be found in
The Art of Court!v Love, translated by John Jay Parry (New
York: Frederick Ungar Pub. Co., 19*H)» PP* 184-186.
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above all courtly love8s emphasis on profane love rather
than the love of God.1
We cannot know how widespread or even how socially
acceptable adulterous behavior was during the height of
courtly love8s popularity.

The enormous quantity of ex

tant courtly poetry celebrates love both in the Ideal and
In the flesh.*

Andreas® treatise was probably commissioned

for the amusement of his countess-patron* Marie of Cham
pagne, and may be unreliable as a guide to the actual
behavior of twelfth-century society.3
What is Important to this paper, however. Is not the
degree to which society was really involved in courtly
love during its popular acceptance, but courtly love®s
long-term effect on the ideals of society.

That the

ideals of hohe mlnne. at least, had a lasting effect Is
clear In Parzlval. Here the Ideal knight is expected to

1This Is discussed by Etienne Gilson in an appendix,
"Saint Bernard et 1 8Amour Courtois," to his book La Thiologle mystique de Saint Bernard (Etudes de philosophic
mSdifsvale, XX? Paris: J. VTln, 19^7). He says, » L 8amour
courtois serait aux yeux d 8un Clstercien une caricature
de 1 8amour dlvln, la plus horrible deformation de 1 8amour
sacre, bref, un sacrilege." (P. 195.)
2

Many examples may be found in any collection of medi
eval verse. One such is Medieval Age, edited by Angel
Flores (New Yorks Dell Pub. Co., 19^3).
^Cf. Parry8s introduction to Andreas, op. clt., pp.
19-21.
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be committed to courtly chivalry (and Its adjunct ideali
zation of woman as expressed in hohe mlnne) as well as to
heroic and Christian chivalry*

However,, because courtly

chivalry does not mean quite the same thing to Wolfram as
it does to other writers, especially earlier ones, I will
try to present a generalized notion of the Ideals of
courtly chivalry which preceded Wolfram*
A knight accomplished in courtly chivalry is devoted
to one woman.

All his loyalty is concentrated in her,

and his capacity for loyalty is strengthened because of
this concentration.

His behavior toward others is more

polite because of his desire to please her and because of
her specific requests.

This reinforcement by the lady of

her knight®s behavior similarly extends to both heroic
and Christian behavior.

To prove himself worthy of his

lady's love, the knight must be brave and skillful in
battle, he must be loyal to his feudal lord and his kins
men, and he must attend Mass.

In other words, in concen

trating a man's fealty In a single Idealized individual,
courtly love had the effect of intensifying all his other
qualities as well.
A literary example of a knight who concentrates his
energies on courtly chivalry is the Lancelot of Chretien
de Troyes.1 Lancelot*s interest in courtly love destroys

1Chretien's Lancelot romance is called Le Chevalier
de la Charrete.
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him as a well-rounded knight, because he is wholly involved
in his love for Guinevere.

This singlemindedness causes

him to behave most outrageously according to other soci
etal standards.

He Ignores his duties as a Christian and
1
as a feudal vassal, but he is a perfect example of a de
voted lover.

He constantly exposes himself to hardship

and ridicule to impress or to rescue his lady.

The tale

of Lancelot and Guinevere is definitely one of courtly
love as the “cult af adultery,” because Lancelot does win
Guinevere sexually.

2

Just as Beowulf Is a good example of a man interested
only in the heroic ethic, Lancelot is a good example of a
man concentrating on courtly chivalry; but it is difficult
to find an extreme example of a Christian knight.

It is

not until Malory*s fifteenth-century tales that a charac
ter like his Galahad appears.^

For earlier literary ex

amples it is possible only to find an integrated or
partially Integrated character like Parzlval or Boland.

A vassal is not supposed to betray his lord. As
Guinevere is the wife of Arthur, Lancelots lord, Lance
l o t s seduction of Guinevere constitutes such a betrayal.
^Le Chevalier de la Charrete. 4633-^697.
^For Galahadss story see Sir Thomas Malory, Le Morte
Darthur. Book XVII.
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Wolfram8s Ideal Chivalry
Wolfram8s audience undoubtedly considered itself a
courtly and Christian society.1

But to judge from the

virtues recommended in Parzlval. Germanic tribal mores
had by no means been obliterated.

Their influence was

still strongly felt, though certainly not as a separate
code.

Society was probably to some extent conscious of

conflicts and contradictions occurring as a result of the
disparate elements making up its moral standard, for al
though Wolfram has no doubt about what was right or
wrong. Parzlval8s whole story concerns his difficulty in
adjusting to the morals and mores of his society.
To Wolfram, the foremost virtue is still loyalty
and devotion% to God. to the lady, to the Ideals of
chivalry, to the feudal lord, to the family.

Highly

praised are great strength and skill, physical beauty,
and good manners,^

Parzlval. as Grail King, is the epi

tome of heroic. Christian, and courtly virtues in good
proportion.

H© is not at all one-sided like Beowulf or

Lancelot.

*Frequent references throughout Wolfram8s work to
acceptable social and religious behavior reinforce this
statement.
p
As was the case with Beowulf, certain characteris
tics are seen to be praiseworthy because of their repeti
tion in numerous stock epithets throughout.
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Wolfram does not accept heroic chivalry whole.

For

him it is tempered everywhere by the Christian virtues of
moderation and mercy.

Nor is Wolfram*s Ideal knight in

humanly spiritual, like the later Galahad.

Unlike Gala-

had, Parzlval Is a real Individual who sins and must
atone for his sins, who Is concerned with human relation
ships and human love.

Finally, Wolfram*s adaptation of

courtly chivalry does not permit overemphasis of this
side of the human character, nor does It Involve adultery.
Wolfram*s characters who love each other get married.

1

The courtly side of Wolfram*s ideal chivalry does Involve
some idealization of women, however.

Parzlval Is often

enjoined to strive after the love of a good woman, for
this will make him a better man.

A good woman embodies

certain necessary aspects of chlvalric behavior.

Above

all she represents steadfast loyalty, the theme of
Parzlval and the highest of possible human virtues.

•^Examples in Parzlval are Parzlval and Condwlramurs,
Felrefiz and Bepanse de Schoye, Orllus and Jeschute, and
Gawan and Orgeluse.
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TEXTUAL EVIDENCE?

THE INSTRUCTIONS TO PAEZIVAL

Parzlval is a realistic and didactic work which is
meant9 like Pilgrim8s Progress, to be a guide as well as
an entertainment.

The reader is Intended to see himself

In Parzlval and to take Parzlval as a model.

The reader

must accept the Ideal which Wolfram offers as an ideal
acceptable to Wolfram8s society.
Wolfram's story concerns Parzlval8s development Into
an ideal knight from a naive and rustic youth--a youth
with great promise, Indeed, but unsophisticated and un
tutored.

He changes through a definite series of events,

both Instructions given by others and actual personal ex
perience, which can be traced through the poem.

Instruc

tions and experience are clearly related in Parzlval8s
development, though not always as one might expect.

Par

zlval receives three sets of formal instructions on proper
behavior during the course of the story:

from his mother,

Herzeloyde, before he sets out on his career as a knight?
from Gumemanz de Graharz after his encounter with the
Red Knight, Ither; and from his hermit uncle, Trevrlzent,
after his years of forgetting God.

Each of Parzlval8s

three teachers attempts to explain to him true chivalrlc
behavior, and to set up an ideal for him to follow.

3k
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three sets of Instructions grow progressively more com
plex* for the naive youth in the first part of Book III
could not possibly understand* much less imitate* some of
the Ideals set forth by Gumemanz later in that same book*
or especially those presented by Trevrizent in Book IX.
Each set of instructions combines some elements of heroic,
Christian* and courtly mores* Indicating that Wolfram in
tends that his ideal knight should have a well-rounded
personality* and that the elements were at least somewhat
blended In Wolfram's mind.

The motivations behind the

Ideals progress from the superficial to the spirituals
Herzeloyde is concerned with appearance and the rudi
ments of polite social behavior* Gumemanz with more com
plex social behavior* and Trevrizent with Christian moti
vation.

Parzlval* helped and hindered by these Instruc

tions* changes from a completely ignorant youth to a
knight of the Round Table* a courtly lover, and a devout
Christian.

He eventually becomes the ideal knight* suited

to be Grail King* and a fit ideal for the average knight
to strive toward.
Parzlval learns much about his society from the in
structions given him by its representatives, his teachers?
but he learns more about how to behave from his misinter
pretations of their instructions.

Wolfram gives rules of

behavior through Parzlval*s teachers* and he provides
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helpful hints on how to apply them in real life through
Parzlval®s attempts, mistakes, and corrections.
Herzeloyde*s Instructions
Son9 I will tell you in all earnest. God is
brighter than the daylight, yet He took upon Him
self the features of man. Son, mark this wisdom and
pray to Him when in trouble, for his fidelity has
ever offered help to the world. But there is one
called the Master of Hell, and he is black and faith
lessness is his mark. From him turn your thought
away, and also away from inconstant wavering!1
On untrodden ways you must beware of dark fords;
where they are shallow and clear, there ride boldly
in.
You must be polite and give people your greeting.
If a man grey with age is willing to teach you
behavior, as he well knows how to do, you must follow
him willingly and not show him temper.
Son bear this in mind: wherever you can win a
good woman's ring and greeting, take them; it will
set you free from care. You must make haste to kiss
her and clasp her tight in your embrace. That brings
happiness and a stout spirit, if she is chaste and
good.
You must know further, my son, that the proud,
bold Lehelin wrested two countries away from your
nobles, which were to have served your hand, Waleis
and Norgals. One of your vassal princes, Turkentals,
met death at his hand. Your people he slew or took
captive.
To this last Parzival replies, MThls I will avenge, Mother.
God willing, my javelot will wound him yet.

1Parzlval. Ill, 120. The translation used throughout
this paper Is that of Mustard and Passage, op. clt.
2Parzlval. Ill, 128.
^Parzlval. Ill, 128.
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Like "both Trevrizent and Gumemanz later, Herzeloyde
mixes what I have differentiated as Christian, courtly, and
heroic virtues in her instructions to Parzlval,
sinactions are assembled in last-minute haste.

Her inShe has

kept knowledge of knighthood and chivalry from her son as
long as she could, and now, when he wishes to leave her to
become a knight, she must provide him with the most useful
counsel she can think of.

When he was very young she did

give him some descriptions of God, obviously simplified
for the digestion of an unsophisticated boy.

But this was

all the spiritual guidance or religious education Parzlval
ever received from Herzeloyde.
Prom her parting words to him we learn something of
what Parzlval8s education has Included, for he cannot
understand Herzeloyde8s shorthand explanation of the pro
per way to behave toward women.

Yet he evidently under

stands the basic ideas of feudal relationships and obliga
tions, for when she tells him of the treachery of two of
his vassals, Parzlval knows immediately that he should
seek revenge against them.

Indeed, her earlier descrip

tion of God rests on Parzlval8s knowledge of feudalism,
for God is presented in an essentially feudal relationship
with man:

God as a good lord will help Parzlval as H©

helps all men who approach Him to request aid in trouble.
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God Is noted for his loyalty, mainly a virtue in the heroic
ethic, and one which Parzlval himself is expected to admire
and cultivate.
Having taken care of man's relations with God and with
women, Herzeloyde offers only a few more suggestions.

The

warning concerning dark fords fits in specifically with none
of the ehlvalrlc codes mentioned, but sounds like a scrap
of folk wisdom.

The advice to b© polite and respect the

advice of his elders is not inconsistent with the ideals
of any chlvalrie code, but it does not seem to bespeci
fically related to any one of them.
It is hard to remember that Herzeloyde was herself a
paragon of womanly beauty and courtly behavior, for her
parting advice to Parzlval is disjointed and uncertain.
She is completely undone by Parzlval*s desire to leave.
Women were not expected to practice moderation of emo
tions to the same degree that men were, but Herzeloyde is
quite out of control.

One would expect her to remain calm

in a crisis, as her Grail origin and royal status would
dictate; but she is too disturbed to think clearly.

As

a result, her advice to Parzlval is jumbled and mis
leading, and she presents him with only a very incom
plete set of guidelines.

They help Parzlval to some ex

tent, for they eventually get him into the hands of an
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able tutor.

But Herzeloyde has forgotten that Parzlval

knows nothing of polite society, and what little she tells
him of behavior toward women only gets him into consider
able trouble.
Gumemanz* Ins true tions
See that you never lose your sense of shame. A
man without a sense of shame, what good is he? He
lives In a molting state, shedding his honor, and
with steps directed toward hell.
You have beauty and bearing, you may well be the
lord of some people. If you are of high origin and
rising still higher, bear in mind that you must have
compassion on the host of the needy. Shield them
from distress with generosity and with kindness,
and strive for humility. The poor man of good
birth may well wrestle with shame— it is a sour
business— and you should be ready with help. When
you lighten his load God*s blessing is near you. He
has It worse than those who come to the window for
bread.
Be both poor and rich appropriately: If a lord
squanders, that Is not lord-like: If he hoards
treasure too much, that is dishonor also. Make your
rule the true mean.
I have observed that you are In need of advice.
Leave bad manners to their own quarrel.
Do not ask too many questions.
Do not disdain thoughtful answers that go
straight to the question of one who is sounding you
out with words. You can hear and see, taste and
smell: these will bring you wisdom.
Let mercy go along with daring. There will be
the test of my counsels. Once a man gives you his
oath of surrender in battle, take his wort of honor
and let him live, unless he has done you such wrong
as would burden your heart with grief.
You will frequently have to wear armor. As soon
as it is removed, see that you wash your hands and
around your eyes to get the iron rust off. That way
you will be of love1s color, and women*s eyes will
note that.
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Be manly and cheerful of spirit? that is good
for winning honor and praise.
Let women he dear to you, for that enhances a
young man's worth. Do not waver a single day
toward them? that is true manly conduct. If you
ehoose to tell them lies you may deceive many of
them, hut in true love hase deception does not en
joy honor long. It is the prowler's complaint
that the dry branches in the part snap and crack and
rouse the watch. Pathless places and felled-tree
harriers, there is where many a battle thrives.
Measure this against love. Noble love has judgment
with which to outwit sly deceptive trickery. If
you incur her disfavor you will he dishonored and
suffer painful shame forever. Take this lesson to
heart.
I will tell you more about womankind. Husband
and wife are one, as are the sun that shone today
and the thing called day Itself? neither can be
separated from the other? they blossom from a
single seed. Strive to understand this.1
Gumemanz de Graharz, the knight whom Parzlval meets
after killing the Bed Knight, Ither, Is able to spend
more time instructing Parzlval than m s Herzeloyde,

In

addition, Gumemanz has Parzlval's full attention, partly
because Parzlval is obeying the advice of his mother to
respect the words of older men.

Gumemanz does have to

convince Parzlval of his need for some instruction (most
particularly with regard to Parzlval®s fool's under
clothing, which he wishes to keep because his mother made
It for him)? but on the whole Parzlval is a willing and
apt pupil.

In two weeks Gumemanz teaches Parzlval the

correct use of sword and lance, tournament rules and man
ners, proper horsemanship, proper behavior at Mass, and

1Parzlval. Ill, 171-173.
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in
good table manners.

For convenience I will divide these

Instructions according to their derivation from Christian*
courtly* or heroic ideals* though such division was not
readily seen in the set of instructions from Herzeloyde,
Though Gumemanz* instruction emphasizes heroic and
courtly virtues* he teaches Parzlval some of the ideals of
Christianity and shows him what to do at Mass.

Gumemanz

runs through compassion* generosity* kindness* and humil
ity rather quickly* but most Important Is the stress he
lays on mercy.

Mercy is a distinctly Christian virtue*

not at all found in the old Germanic code* though Gu m e 
manz cuts it short at the end by allowing for revenge
(which is Germanic) if absolutely necessary.
In addition to teaching Parzlval the combat tech
niques and swordsmanship necessary to a warrior knight,
Gumemanz upholds the Germanic virtues of largess, fealty,
and honor— the important and Interconnected trio on which
other heroic virtues are based.
Finally* Gumemanz has numerous suggestions to offer
concerning courtly behavior and good manners j Parzlval
should not talk too much* nor ask too many questions.
And most important* says Gumemanz* is the love of a good
woman* "for thfet enhances a young man*s worth."1

Gume

manz also voices Wolfram®s opinion that true love can

^•Parzlval. Ill, 1?2.
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result only in and from marriage* a point on which Wolf
ram opposes Andreas and also almost all of the poets of
courtly love before him.

In combining marriage and love*

he succeeds in overcoming the principal objections to
courtly love held by the Church.

As this Insistence on

married love is not supported by other literary examples*
it is generally concluded by scholars that it was Wolf
ram^ personal axe* which he Is grinding here to the best
of his ability.1

Wolfram was evidently a sincerely reli

gious man who also believed in the worth of the sort of
literature he wrote* and he evidently felt that the glori
fication of adultery* however indirect* was inconsistent
with his religious beliefs.
Gurnemanz* Instructions* like those of Herzeloyde*
are Incomplete.

Parzlval misinterprets them as he did

his mother’s* which brings grief to him later, for he
takes Gumemanz’ words at face value rather than applying
them judiciously to the situation at hand.

More Impor

tant is Gumemanz’ failure to further Parzlval*s religious
training, except in superficial matters such as behavior
at Mass.

It is true that he emphasizes certain Christian

virtues, but he at no point gives Parzlval any more sophis
ticated theology to work with than did Herzeloyde.

This

omission too Is disastrous to Parzlval later.

3-Cf. Mustard and Passage* on. clt., pp. vii-viii.
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Trevrizent*s Instructions
Sir, if you are In your right mind, you ought
to put your trust in God. He will help you, for He
must. . . .
But before you accuse Him to me, have the
patience of your courtesy and hear from me His inno
cence. His help has never failed. Though I was but
a layman, I could read the Scriptures and set forth
in writing how man should be steadfast in serving
Him Whose help is great and Who never wearies in
helping the soul that may be lost. Be loyal without
any wavering, for God Himself is loyalty. Falseness
was ever hateful to Him. We should be grateful to
Him; He did much for us when His noble, lofty natufe
took on, for our sakes, the likeness of a man. God
is called, and is, truth. False ways he has ever
abhorred. Reflect carefully upon this. He cannot
be untrue to any man. Now let your thought teach
you to beware of wavering toward Him.1
. . . Dear son of my sister, what counsel can
I give you now? You have slain your own flesh and
blood Ither . If you bring your guilt before God,
seeing that you were both of one blood, then if God
gives a judgment that is just, you will pay for that
with your life.2
If you would enrich your life and live a life
of true worth, you must never treat a woman ill.
Women and priests, as is well known, bear no weapons
in their hands. Yet God*s blessing watches over
priests. Serve them with unswerving devotion, and
If your life is to have a good end, you must show
good will toward priests. Nothing your eye sees on
this earth is like unto a priest. His mouth pro
claims that martyrdom which cancels out damnation.
And his consecrated hand takes and holds the highest
pledge that ever was given for guilt. A priest who
lives in ©uch manner that in chastity he performs
this office— how could he live a life more holy?3

1Parzlval. IX, 462-^63.
^Parzlval. IX, ^76 .
^Parzlval. IX, 502.
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Parzlval8s third teacher* his hermit uncle Trevrizent*
also offers him advice and instruction deriving from all
three sorts of chivalry.

As might he expected* he empha

sizes the necessity of Christian virtue* though not to
the exclusion of virtues deriving from non-Christian
sources.

Trevrizent recounts to Parzlval in considerable

detail his own career as a knight mainly interested in
serving ladies and increasing his reputation as a fighter.
He does not condemn heroic and courtly virtues per se. but
only when used as goals to the exclusion of Christian vir
tues,

As he says to Parzlval* speaking of Anfortas* the

Grail King, in his youth, »Amor was his battle cry.

But

that cry is not quite appropriate for a spirit of humility.
He dismisses courtly virtues with the Injunction that Par
zlval not mistreat any woman® and that he pursue a repu
tation as a lover only in moderation.
Heroic virtues fare better with Trevrizent.

He ad

mires excellence in battle® as he does the service of
ladies? it is a good thing if not done to excess.

He

lays considerable stress on _the necessity of loyalty to
one*s kinship.

This subject comes up in reference to Par-

zival*s killing of Ither, and also in regard to Herze
loyde8s death as a result of Parzlval8s desertion of her.

Parzlval. IX, ^79*
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Trevrizent reinforces this part of the feudal-Germanic
code, oddly, with Christian sanctions.
But Christian sanctions are also used by Trevrizent
to reinforce Christian virtues, for he is most concerned
that Parzlval l e a m and practice compassion, humility,
and moderation.

Above all, he insists on loyalty to God,

Trevrizent8s instructions are the last that Parzival
receives from other persons in his struggle to roach the
ideal,

Trevrizent has provided him with sufficient theo

logy and social philosophy to build his own ideal, and
has absolved him of former mistakes.

It Is strictly up

to Parzlval to strive to model himself on the ideal as
set forth by Herzeloyde, Gumemanz, and Trevrizent,
Parzlval8s Ideal as a Synthesis
Wolfram makes amply clear in his Introductory state
ments and throughout the poem that his major theme is
loyalty.

That this Is the foremost virtue expected of

the Ideal knight is not surprising, for in each of the
three sets of morals which went into the formation of
Wolfram8s concept of the ideal, loyalty occupies an ex
tremely Important position:

in heroic chivalry, a man8s

greatest virtue is loyalty to his chief? in courtly
chivalry, to his lady; and in Christian chivalry, to God.
Beowulf and his followers are concerned with their loyalty
to each other, Lancelot with his loyalty to Guinevere,
and Galahad with his loyalty to God.
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The three sets of instructions given to Parzlval as
guides to his behavior reiterate# from different angles#
this emphasis on loyalty*

Feudal loyalty is the least

emphasized by any of Parzlval8s teachers.

I do not think

that this is because it is unimportant# but because feudal
loyalty was so necessary to society# so much a part of the
social system# that it was taken for granted# without any
need for explanation or Insistence on its importance.
Fealty to one*s lady is stressed by Herzeloyde and G u m e 
manz.

They both insist to Parzlval that it is Important

to be constant# especially in love.

To Trevrizent#

loyalty to a lady is important# but it takes a definite
second place to loyalty to God.
It should be recalled# however# that loyalty was ori
ginally a Germanic virtue# whose place in the system of
values was maintained# while Christian and courtly ethical
standards were grafted onto the feudal-Germanic moral
structure.

New Testament Christianity stresses love# of

which loyalty is only a part.

Andreas8 courtly system

also is concerned with love# though It is of a much more
limited nature than Christian love.

In other words# the

real basis of Wolfram8a ideal is still the ideal of the
old Germanic warrior:

loyalty is the prime virtue.

Though

the principal object of a man8s loyalty has changed from
his battle chief or family to the Christian God, and his
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lesser loyalties have "broadened to Include his lady love,
his behavior Is still Ideally based on devotion and con
stancy to another being with whom he has a personal re
lationship* *

^Thls is one way In which the modern man differs from
the medieval man? among a modem man*s highest loyalties
are often loyalties to a principle or to a nation-state
— abstracts rather than beings.
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TEXTUAL EVIDENCE;

PARZIVAL ®S ERBOBS

Parzival cannot be a realistic model for ordinary
men unless he makes mistakes and learns from them.

Gala-

had is perfect and therefore an abstraction, not a model.
Medieval theologians urged men to be more fully men, not
angels.1

Parzival is guilty of many wrongs or sins, but

the error is usually committed in the mistaken belief that
he was acting rightly.

His mistakes are due to his inex

perience or his misinterpretation of the instructions
given him.
Parzival is guilty of four major mistakes, or sins*,

2

the ‘’violation" of Jeschute, the killing of Ither, the
failure to ask the sympathetic question of Anfortas, and
the denial of God.

He performs all of these acts inten

tionally, though usually without knowledge of their sin
ful consequences.
Parzival is guilty of several other wrongs as well.
The death of his mother, for instance, Is his fault,
though Wolfram does not make this Into the preeminent

1Cf. St. Thomas Aquinas, who says that "every created

thing attains its ultimate perfection through its proper
operation," and then explains the "proper operation" of
man's life. S u m m a Contra Gentiles. Ill, i, ch. 64. 1 1 and
ch. 81.
2Vfolfram uses the OHG word for "sin" to refer to all
of Parzival®s mistakes, though they are not all strictly
errors in religious judgment.
4-8
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fatilt that Chretien does.

Chretien uses Perceval *s

responsibility for the death of his mother as a sort of
original sin which prevents him from acting rightly in
other circumstances, and especially as the cause of his
failure to ask the question of the Fisher King.1
Because Parzival believes that he has the proper
sanctions for his actions with Jeschute, Ither, and An®
fortas, we may say that the Instructions, In a sense,
lead him to make these mistakes.

It Is possible that he

would not have made the same mistakes without the guid
ance given him by Herzeloyde and Gurnemanz.

It Is also

possible that he would have committed worse errors.

But

the fact Is that he acted as he did in the belief that
his acts were In accordance with his Instructions.
Jeschute
Parzival, misinterpreting his mother8s brief instruc
tions to accept the ring and kiss of a good woman, takes
Jeschute*s ring and kiss by force.

Her husband, con

cluding from the confusion that she has taken a lover,
mistreats her thereafter as an adulterous wife.

2

1Chretien de Troyes, Le Roman de Perceval. 6392-6^33.
^That Orilus Is Jeschute8s husband might be noted as
an Instance of Wolfram8s belief In married love. In Chre
tien8s Perceval. the lady in the corresponding incident
is merely an amle. not a wife.
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On this occasion Parzival has violated the code of
oourtly bhlvalry above all.

A man simply does not force

his desires upon a lady, but rather serves her politely
and gallantly.
as wells

He has violated heroic and Christian ethics

he has taken something that does not belong to

him, whatever may have been his intentions.

It is obvious

to the reader that Parzival has committed a sin against
society in his treatment of Jeschute, though Parzival does
not yet realize it.

In this case we have been able to

discover easily which element of chivalry has been violated
most.

The gravest aspect of Parzival8s behavior toward

Jeschute is his sin against courtly standards:

he has

harmed a lady.
Ither
Parzival8s killing of Ither, the Bed Knight, is a
wrong of much greater magnitude, and one which will re
quire much more to set it right.

Parzival, thinking that

to become a knight one needs only the outer accoutrements
— armor, weapons, a horse— asks Arthur for Ither8s armor,
presumably reasoning that Ither, who has proclaimed him
self Arthur8s enemy, Is fair game.

Parzival, in disarming

Ither, will in effect be doing Arthur a service.

Further

more, he thinks Ither to be Lehelin, who his mother told
him is Parzival8s own enemy? and Parzival intends to
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revenge himself on Lehelin.

Wolfram does not emphasize

this aspect of Parzival1s deed.

Revenge is one way of

repairing violations to one’s honor9 but fair combat is a
much more acceptable way, in Wolfram’s time, to resolve
grievances.

Though Wolfram does not condemn Parzival*s

intention to take revenge upon Lehelin however he can, this
intention is not praised either.

Revenge involving the

alternate assassination of men of two feuding families
went out of style even before the Germanic tribes were
thoroughly Christianized.

Whenever money payments could

be made, they were urged by codes of tribal justice in
lieu of physical revenge.

p

So Parzival, though he has

ancient custom to support him in taking vengeance upon
Lehelin, is really out of tune with the times.
In killing Ither, Parzival violates all three codes
of chlvalric behavior, though the violation of Germanic
ethics is more evident and more pronounced than that of
the other two.

Parzival has violated courtly ethics by

unequal combat:

the javelot, a hunting spear, is not

an acceptable combat weapon, nor has Parzival gone through
the formalities necessary for setting up single combat.

•'■The idea of revenge is of strictly Germanic origin.
There is no provision for such action In Christian or
courtly ethics, and taking revenge was frowned upon by
the Church.
2Tacltus says that "even homicide is expiated by the
payment of a certain number of cattle and of sheep.’1 Ger
mania 21 .
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He has violated Christian ethics "by attacking a man for
reasons other than self-defense or provocation (though
he thinks Ither is his enemy and Arthur8s) and by killing
Ither rather than showing him mercy (Insisted on by
Christian ethics* and reinforced by courtly standards).
Most Important in this Incident, however, is Parzival8s
unwitting violation of the heroic code;

Ither, as Parzi

val8s kinsman, though a distant one,1 is not a man against
whom Parzival might seek revenge in any case.

Parzival

has with this act hurt his own clan, an action entirely un
acceptable, regardless of the motive.

This is easily under

stood anthropologically, for once a revenge series is
begun within a clan, the clan will surely destroy Itself.
Taking vengeance on, or in any way harming a relative
always carries heavy negative sanctions In a primitive
society.

o

It is for this clan violation— purely a Germanic
sanction— that Parzival is most censured later by Trevrizent.3

That Ither was acting as Arthur8s enemy, and was

thus fair game to Arthur8s ally, is never allowed by

They are second cousins twice removed.
^Cf. legends of numerous peoples, such as the Greek
story of Clytemnestra dnd Orestes.
^Parzival. IX, ^75-^?6.
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Wolfram to influence the verdict.

Parzival, though he

could not have known of this kinship, has no defense.
Parzival further compounds his sin by despoiling the
body— that is, by taking Ither1s armor.

Weapons and horse

were fair spoils for the victor in courtly combat, but
removing anything from the body was forbidden.1

It is

surprising that Iwanet, the squire who watched the combat
and aids Parzival to dress in Ither8s armor, does not
caution him about this violation.
Question Failure
Chretien*s Perceval is prevented by forces beyond
his control from asking the sympathetic question of the
Fisher King.

His state of sin resulting from his guilt

for the death of his mother renders him unfit to ask the
question.

7

Wolfram8s Parzival is prevented only by Gurne-

manz8 advice from asking the question which would relieve
Anfortas of his suffering and restore him and the Grail
territory to their former fruitfulness.

This error, like

the others, is Parzival8s own fault, though, as with the
others, it occurs through his misinterpretation of Instruc
tions rather than through a deliberate disobedience of
them.

This sin of Parzival8s, far less than the other

1 Parzival

admits as much In IX, *1-75.

^Chretien, Perceval. 6392-6433.
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three, cannot easily be pigeonholed as violating one
branch of chivalry more than the other two.
lightly on Germanic ethics.

It touches

It Is wrong according to the

heroic code only in that Anfortas turns out to be a rela
tive of Parzival*s, which he discovered only later, and it
is the duty of each member of the family to aid any other
when he is In difficulty.

However, It is not Parzival9s

failure to be sympathetic and helpful toward a relative
that is specifically condemned by Sigune and Trevrizent,
who apprise him of his wrong, but his lack of sympathy
for the suffering of any man.

Mercy Is sanctioned by the

courtly chivalric code and emphasized by the Christian.
But, as Parzival*s reason for silence Is the advice given
him by Guraemanz, in a way Wolfram is denying courtly
values in his insistence on the Christian values involved.
Wolfram is suggesting that some courtly values are super
ficial and hamper the practice of true Christian virtue.
The unhappy results of this error far outweigh Parzival5s
thoughtlessness; Wolfram may Incidentally have been sug
gesting that every person consider all his actions care
fully with regard to possible consequences.
Denial of God
Parzival*s most Important sin, the one which causes
the longest and most difficult setbacks in his development,
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Is, unlike the others, consciously sinful, though it too
is based on lack of understanding,

Parzival, having been

denounced and cursed a® dishonorable and false by the ugly
Cundrle, considers that God is responsible for his current
disgrace.

Consequently Parzival renounces God8s lordship.

If one understands the relationship between man and
God as exactly the same as that between a feudal vassal
and his lord, Parzival is acting entirely within the bounds
of custom.

The lord has violated his side of the feudal

contract, and therefore the vassal is free to break his
ties with him.

This would also be true in the formalized

feudalism of a courtly-love relationships

if either the

lady or her lover should prove unfaithful, the other
might readily break all ties.
Unfortunately for Parzival, however, the relation
ship between man and God is not exactly analogous to the
feudal contract.

To say that it is would be to over

simplify and confuse,

Parzival, again thinking he Is be

having according to correct social standards, has now
committed the gravest sin of all, and will be unable to
resolve all the others until he has made peace with God.
It is this violation of good Christian behavior that
is without doubt Parzival8s worst mistake.

Its Importance

in the story gives the modern reader a clear indication of
the relative Importance to Wolfram of the standards of
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of feudal, courtly, and Christian ethics.

When the three

come into conflict, as here, the Christian is upheld.
Wolfram in no way denies a man9s right to behave according
to feudal custom, but he does Insist that feudal custom
not be applied to God.

In other words, his Ideal knight

must not only profess Christianity but also understand it.
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TEXTUAL EVIDENCE:
PARZIVAL*S ATONEMENT AND ABSOLUTION
In the case of each of Parzival*s four major sins,
he comes only slowly to a realization of his guilt, and
still more slowly to a means of atonement and absolution.
The most superficial Is the most easily cleansed 5 the
worst, the most difficult to atone for.
Jeschute
Parzival, in talking to Gumemanz, describes all his
adventures, including the "violation” of Jeschute.'*'

While

Wolfram does not give us Gurnemanz* rebuke to Parzival for
his rude behavior, it seems safe to assume that one was
given, for Gumemanz in his later instructions harps on
polite behavior toward ladles:

"If you incur £ a woman*S3

disfavor you will be dishonored and suffer painful shame
forever.

Take this lesson to heart."2

Later, when Liaze,

Gumemanz * daughter, serves Parzival at dinner, the en
counter with Jeschute Is mentioned again, as Gumemanz
mockingly admonishes Parzival:

"And you, Sir, are sup

posed to leave my daughter her ring.

1Parzival. Ill, 170.
2Parzlval. Ill, 173.

^Parzival. Ill, 176.
57
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Prom the deferential way In which Parzival treats
Condwlramurs after his stay with Gurnemanz,1 and Indeed
treats all other ladies he encounters thereafter, it Is
evident that Gurnemanz taught him everything he needed to
know about courtly behavior.

His later sins are not clearly

related to courtly ethics, and at his first opportunity he
atones as well as possible for his harm to Jeschute.
this case, correction matches error:

In

Parzival resolves a

sin against courtly manners by proper courtly formalities.
Encountering Jeschute and Orilus several weeks later, Par
zival enters Into combat with Orilus, beats him In a fair
fight, and Insists that he be reconciled with Jeschute.2
Parzival has corrected this mistake, and he can be
said to have almost reached the ideal level insofar as
courtly chivalry Is concerned.

His only other specifi

cally courtly sin was the unfair fight with Ither and the
despoiling of Ither*s body.

He later confesses this to

Trevrlzent and is absolved as though it were a sin against
Christian ethics.
Ither
Parzival *s guilt for and absolution from the death of
Ither are much more important to his development than was

1Parzival. IV, 188-189, 202-203.
2Parzlval. V, 258.
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the resolution of his harm to Jeschute.

His sin against

Ither Is based on a deeper-seated social code? and also
this sin is more involved with the Christian ethic than
was the encounter with Jeschute.

After his stay with

Gurnemanz Parzival evidently realizes that his actions
were not right, for though what did happen was not speci
fically mentioned during his stay with Grunemanz, Parzival
later says, while speaking to Trevrizent, "If I ever
despoiled a corpse, it was when I still had no sense.
Nevertheless I did it, and I must admit to that sin."*
When speaking to Jeschute of his change after having "won
his shield and learned the ways of c h i v a l r y , h e is
evidently referring to Gumemanz and Gumemanz8 teaching,
for Guraamanz knighted him.

Therefore, though the ques

tion of guilt for this sin is not discussed again until
Parzival makes full confession to Trevrizent, we may as
sume that he has realized his wrongdoing well before that.
From time to time throughout the story Ither is mentioned
as one at whose death many women "found their eyes wet
with t e a r s , o r like sentiments.

This serves to remind

the reader of Parzival8s thoughtless and stupid action.
Parzival demonstrates his recovery from parricidal

*Parzival. IX, 475.
^Parzival. V, 258.
^Parzival. Ill, 155.
elsewhere.

Similar examples may be found
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tendencies often in the course of the story, notably In
his behavior after his accidental bouts with Gawan1 and
Felrefiz.2
Parzival, however, cannot resolve the situation
created by his killing of Ither as easily as he could re
solve Jeschute1s case.

His absolution from the second

sin is only granted by Trevrizent after Parzival*s con
fession many years later.

There seems to be no sure way

other than by Christian absolution that Parzival8s sin
against Germanic family ethics can be forgiven; and it
must be forgiven before Parzival can become Grail King,
Wolfram would not be able to Idealize him with so black
a mark as the killing of a relative still left against
him.
Denial of God
Though committed later than the failure to ask the
proper question of Anfortas, Parzival8s sin of denying
God must be absolved before he can correct the earlier
mistake.

This Is due partly to the suspense of the story

line and partly because the Grail company and castle are
somehow closer to God than are ordinary people and places.

-1Parzival. XIV, 689-690 .
2Parzlval. XV, 747-749.
3Trevrizent explains some of the details of this to
Parzival in IX, 470, 473, and 494-495.
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A man living in opposition to God cannot even see the
Grail, much less ask a question that will result in his
becoming Grail King.

Parzival must resolve his religious

problems before he can be allowed to ask the question
that will finish the story.
Parzival’s denial of God eomes relatively late in
the story, after he is set up to everyone’s satisfaction
as being perfect in courtly manners and tournament skills.
He has rounded out his Lancelot side, though the object
of his adoration is his own wife and not the wife of his
feudal lord.

He is as great as Beowulf or Roland in com

bat, loyalty, and fame.

But the ugly Cundrie’s curses at

the feast celebrating Parzivalss acceptance as a member
of the Round Table make it clear that this is not enough.
And Parzival®s rejection of God after Cundrie has left
indicates that he still has far to go.
Supposedly intending to seek the Grail alone, Parzi
val spends almost five years wandering and seeking adven
tures, a lost man.

Wolfram does not chronicle this time,

and Parzival himself seems to have been hardly conscious
of it.

He asks Trevrizent how long it has been since he

last passed there.

Finding it to have been almost five

years, he says, “Only now do I perceive how long I have
ridden unguided and bereft of joy."1

Parzival, though a

1Parzival. IX, 461.
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Beowulf and a Lancelot, has not become a complete man,
and Trevrizent patiently sets upon the task of explaining
Christian theology and ethics to him.

Parzival is slowly-

won around to realizing the real nature of God and of
man’s relationship to God.

At the end of two weeks of

discussion and penance, Trevrizent grants Parzival abso
lution and atonement and sends him bake into the world to
live as a Christian knight.
Question Failure
Parzival, after first visiting Munsalvaesche, the
Grail Castle, had been made to realize the results of his
failure to ask the sympathetic question when he encoun
tered his sharp-tongued cousin Slgune, who questioned him
about events just past and scolded him bitterly for his
failure.

However, because of the otherworldly nature of

the Grail territory, he was not able to do anything about
it except to vow to seek the Grail.

Every knight he de

feated he sent on the Grail Quest, even during the five
lost years when he seems to have forgotten to look for it
himself.

One cannot say, though, that he really under

stands the entire nature of his sin until Trevrizent ex
plains more of the nature of Anfortas’ early life and
wounds, the family relationships, and the ordering of the
Grail company and territory according to heavenly words
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and instructions that appear written on the Grail itself.1
Still, Parzival has had a considerable cense of loss ever
since his first failure, and he has longed greatly to
achieve what he did not succeed in the first time.
Trevrizent, after bewailing the original error, manages
eventually to forgive Parzival and to absolve him of that
sin as well as the others.

Parzival5s failure to ask the

sympathetic question is somehow, like the killing of his
cousin Itherv transformed into a Christian sin.

It but

remains for Parzival to correct the wrong by actually
asking the question, and he cannot do that at will because
of the inaccessibility of the Grail Castle.

When he does

act, it is anticlimactic, a mere formality, for by then
he has been identified by the heavenly writing as the new
Grail King, and everyone knows that the whole thing is
really resolved.

1Parzival. IX, ^69-487.
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CONCLUSION:

PABZIVAL THE IDEAL

Parzival has now developed into the chivalrio ideal
on each level of chivalrio virtue distinguished above.
That he is Intended to represent Wolfram9s ideal, and
that his major qualification as this representative is
his large capacity for loyalty are generally accepted
critically.

*1

What is not recognized is that loyalty is

first and foremost an old Germanic or heroic virtue
that has been taken over by society as a necessary part
of a total ethic that the society considers primarily
Christian and courtly.

Society, by acceptance of this

virtue so necessary to all three systems of ethics, has
so well synthesized them Into one system that the sanc
tions of one system are readily used against bad be
havior which really violates only an entirely different
system (notably where God is called upon to judge Parzlval8s kinship violations).

At this distance in time we

are able to separate the three ethical systems and iden
tify sanctions and violations as belonging to one or
another system, but Wolfram9s society obviously found it

^On Parzival9s capacity for loyalty see particularly
Helen Adolf9s "The Theological and Feudal Background of
Wolfram9s 9Zw$vel9 (P., I, 1),» JEGP, XLIX (July, 1950),
285-303.
64
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perfectly natural to mix them Indiscriminately.

We

may feel that such mixing compromised the ideals of
one or more parts of the mixture.

Wolfram8s society

did not, though the Church was not always satisfied with
what suited the knightly class.

It is interesting to

note, too, that fifty years before Wolfram this was by
no means the case.

When courtly love first became popu

lar, the Church deplored it.1

Courtly virtues had been

Christianized in literature in order to satisfy the
Church.

This was done mainly by the simple device of

Inserting references to attendance at Mass into the
courtly romances and by mentioning that serving one*s
lady necessarily Included serving God, at least by going
to church and to confession. 2

A part of Christian

morality had already been taken over by courtly chivalry,
notably the insistence on mercy toward one8s enemies.
Still, until Wolfram and others reversed courtly love8s
ban on love between the

married,^

the Church was distinctly

Cf. the third book of Andreas8 De Arte Honeste
Amandl. which is a recantation of all the advice he has
given concerning the pursual of courtly love in the first
two books.
2

Cf. Sir Gawaln and the Green Knight, stanza 4, in
which the New Year is begun by attendance at Mass before
the distribution of gifts.
3The hero in Chretien*s Cllgls also marries his lady,
■ though no mention of married love is made in his Perceval.
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uneasy about the admixing of courtly virtues into the
general chivalrio ideal.

There really is no room in the

Christian ethical system for adulterous love.

Paul made

it difficult enough to have married love sanctioned. 1
Paul's condemnations of fornication and lack of selfcontrol often were (and are) used to condemn sexual
pleasure in marriage as well as outside it.
Though Wolfram*s society had for all practical pur
poses combined the ideals of the three original ethical
systems into one, we have seen how Parzival actually had
to learn and achieve the Ideals of each system separately.
Wolfram was obviously conscious of some conflicts within
the total synthesis? yet it is, finally, a synthesis.
Parzival is meant to be the chivalrio ideal, not the
ideal of just heroic, courtly, or Christian chivalry.

He

is not Beowulf, Lancelot, or Galahad alone, or even the
partially integrated Roland, but is truly a well-rounded
ideal.

Galahad *s position is unattainable, for most men

are unwilling or unable to devote themselves solely to
spiritual matters.
mockery.

Lancelot*s position easily becomes a

This is particularly visible in Le Chevalier
/

de la Charrete. Chretien shows Lancelot's behavior to
be ludicrous? what he undergoes for the sake of the aloof

1I Cor. 7:1-9.
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Guinevere is incredible and ridiculous.1 Beowulf is
Interested in his heroic attainments, not in the love of
God or of ladies.

Nor would Roland be acceptable as an

ideal to the society which demanded at least some acknowledgment of the existence of women.

2

Thus only Parzival is the ideal knight of the synthetic
code.

He has achieved perfection in each element of the

chivalrio synthesis, and he emerges, the Grail King, as
the ideal Christian, courtly, and heroic knight.

^■The knight who concentrates only on courtly chivalry
is further satirized by Chretien in Erec et Enlde: Erec
is so taken with the pleasures of serving and being with
his young wife that she finally has to push him out of bed
to go to tournaments, so that he might not lose entirely
his reputation. Such satire continues even with Chaucer,
whose courtly squire Is no more than a fop.
2Solandss fiancee and mother are mentioned, but only
mentioned, in the Chanson de Roland. Later versions of
the Roland story attempted to remedy this shortcoming by
Incorporating incidents in which Roland is Involved in
courtly chivalry. Best known today are the late versions
of Bolardo (d. 1494), Orlando Inammorato, and of Ariosto
(d. 1533). Orlando Purloso.
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